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A B S T R A C T

Our previous article (Wells et al., 2015a. Journal of Applied Research in Memory and Cognition) showed how ROC analysis of lineups does not measure underlying discriminability or control for response bias. Wixted and Mickes (2015. Journal of Applied Research in Memory and Cognition) concede these points. Hence, in this article we focus more on how forcing the 3 × 2 lineup into the 2 × 2 structure required for ROC analysis obscures important underlying phenomena of theoretical value. Moreover, ROC analysis fails to account for the unique diagnostic properties of exonerating eyewitness behaviors (filler identifications and rejections). We describe how an examination of the full 3 × 2 structure helps reveal the critical underlying phenomena that ROC analysis hides. We also show how Bayesian approach yields a family of diagnosticity functions that exposes the unique diagnosticity of all three eyewitness behaviors (suspect identifications, filler identifications, and rejections). Moreover, we show how Bayesian methods can examine diagnosticity as a function of witness confidence for all three eyewitness behaviors, which gives it a significant applied advantage over ROC analysis.

© 2015 Society for Applied Research in Memory and Cognition. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

We discussed the problems with the use of Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for analyzing lineup data in our previous article (Wells, Smalarz, & Smith, 2015a, hereafter called “our previous article”). Because ROC proponents force the natural 3 × 2 structure of lineups into a 2 × 2 representation by treating false positive identifications of fillers as if they were rejections, ROC analysis cannot possibly measure underlying discriminability from lineups. Wixted and Mickes (2015) now state explicitly that ROC analyses of lineups do not measure underlying discriminability. In fact, Wixted and Mickes say that the idea that ROC analysis is to examine underlying discriminability independently of response bias “needs to be nipped in the bud” (p. 15).

Although Wixted and Mickes’ (2015) latest article explicitly acknowledges that ROC analyses on lineups do not assess underlying discriminability, their body of work has implied otherwise. Wixted and Mickes (2014) wrote “The lineup procedure that yields the highest empirical ROC is the one that theoretically best facilitates the discrimination between guilty and innocent suspects by reducing the overlap between the corresponding memory strength distributions” (p. 402, emphasis added). More recently, Mickes and Wixted (2015) explained that “discriminability refers to the ability to distinguish the face that was seen in the video from faces that were not” (p. 402). Moreover, the introductions to their prior articles are steeped in Signal Detection Theory and the concept of separating signal from noise and not once do they acknowledge that their ROC curves do not measure underlying discriminability.

Wixted and Mickes (2014) even launched a theory about underlying discriminability on the basis of their ROC results on lineups (diagnostic-feature detection theory, or DFD theory), whereby the presence of lineup fillers (rather than showing a face in isolation) enhances discriminability because it permits witnesses to “attach weight to features that might be diagnostic while discounting features that are nondiagnostic” (p. 269).

If Wixted and Mickes (2015) did not mean that ROC analyses on lineups were to be interpreted as measures of underlying discriminability, then that is certainly the impression they have given the field. Indeed, following on the lead of Wixted and Mickes (2014), Wetmore et al. (2015) clearly interpreted their ROC results on lineups versus showups as evidence of better underlying discriminability for lineups (see our first article). And the National
Research Council (NRC) (2014), relying on Wixted and Mickes’ writings regarding ROC analyses of lineups and Wixted’s presentation to their eyewitness committee, said “the ROC approach possesses a distinct advantage because the dimensions of analysis – discriminability and response bias – map directly onto the mechanistic parameters of causal models of human memory…. In other words, the [ROC] approach affords insight into and quantification of the sensory and cognitive processes that are believed to underlie memory-based classification decisions, such as eyewitness identifications” (p. 87). Yes, the National Research Council (NRC) report got it wrong by interpreting ROC analyses on lineups as measures of underlying discriminability. But that is how the NRC eyewitness committee read and interpreted Wixted and Mickes’ work.

Although Wixted and Mickes (2015) have now distanced themselves from this view, the assumption that ROC analysis managed to get at underlying discriminability was the primary luster and allure that drew people into the ROC fold and was the basis on which ROC proponents argued that ROC analysis was superior to other approaches.

1. The continued dismissal of the importance of filler identifications

Despite acknowledging that ROC analysis on lineups does not measure discriminability, Wixted and Mickes (2015) continue to dismiss the importance of filler identifications. As we described in our previous article, ROC analysis forces the 3 × 2 structure of lineups into a 2 × 2 structure by collapsing false positive filler identifications into the category of rejections. In a strange attempt to dismiss the importance of this misclassification, Wixted and Mickes produced ROC curves with a dataset for which it would not have mattered whether filler identifications were counted as rejections or as false positives in terms of which procedure produced the higher ROC curve. But just because something holds in a selected example does not mean that it is generally true. Here, we show a striking counter to their claim.

We used data on biased versus fair lineups using the same method that Wixted and Mickes (2014) advocate (filler identifications treated as rejections) versus a method in which filler identifications are counted as false-positive responses in culprit-absent lineups (which is known as the Location ROC, or LROC, method). We used the pROC statistical package (Robin et al., 2011) to create ROC and LROC curves from Wetmore et al.’s (2015) data on fair versus biased lineups. As is clear in Fig. 1, the fair lineup has the higher ROC curve for the standard ROC (top Panel) but the biased lineup has the higher curve for the LROC (bottom Panel); a total reversal of which curve is the highest.

Neither the ROC curves nor the LROC curves in Fig. 1 reflect underlying discriminability or control for response bias. Our point here is simply to counter the misleading suggestion in Wixted and Mickes’ (2015) example (their Fig. 3) that treating fillers as rejections versus false positives does not change conclusions about which of two lineup procedures has the higher ROC curve. Fig. 1 shows that how fillers are treated can actually reverse which procedure has the higher area under the curve.

2. Only a proper 3 × 2 examination can reveal the filler-siphoning process

Our previous article showed that the actual underlying process that explains how fair lineups reduce mistaken identifications of innocent suspects relative to showups and biased lineups is neither improved discriminability nor a change in response criterion. Instead, the process is filler siphoning. Specifically, good lineup fillers manage to siphon false-positive responses away from an innocent suspect in a culprit-absent lineup. Filler siphoning cannot occur at all with showups (because there are no fillers) and filler siphoning is suppressed with biased lineups (because the fillers do not resemble the culprit as well as the innocent suspect does). Our previous article also described why good fillers tend to not siphon away identifications of the culprit in a culprit-present lineup.

The central role of filler siphoning is apparent, however, only if one examines the entire 3 × 2 array and it is totally hidden by the 2 × 2 representation that ROC proponents force on the data. This filler-siphoning process is extremely important and is fundamental to our understanding of lineup data. Hence, even if ROC proponents have abandoned the idea that ROC analysis assesses underlying discriminability, the ROC approach masks our ability to see and understand one of the most fundamental processes that is operating with lineups.

3. Diagnosticity ratios assess all three eyewitness behaviors

Our previous article noted how ROC analysis examines only two of the six cells in the 3 × 2 lineup structure (correct and false suspect identification rates). The diagnosticity-ratio approach (derived from Bayes’ Theorem), however, has a long history of examining all six cells because each of the three possible witness behaviors (suspect identifications, filler identifications, and rejections) has its own diagnosticity ratio (Wells & Lindsay, 1980). The diagnosticity of an identification of the suspect is the ratio of the probability of an accurate identification of the culprit (from culprit-present conditions) to the probability of a mistaken identification of the innocent suspect (from culprit-absent conditions). The diagnosticity of a rejection is the ratio of the probability of rejection when the suspect is not the culprit to the probability of rejection when the suspect is the culprit. The diagnosticity of a filler identification is the ratio of the
probability of a filler identification when the suspect is not the culprit to the probability of a filler identification when the suspect is the culprit (Wells & Lindsay, 1980; Wells & Turtle, 1986; Wells, Yang, & Smalraz, 2015b).

Despite a 35-year history of the diagnosticity ratio approach examining all three eyewitness behaviors, Wixted and Mickes (2015) nevertheless said “ROC analysis ignores filler IDs to the same extent that a conventional analysis on the diagnosticity ratio does. Both approaches have been based on correct and false ID rates computed from suspect IDs, and both have ignored filler IDs to the same extent” (p. 7). In other words, they are claiming that the diagnosticity/Bayesian approach only focuses on two of the six possible cells just as ROC analysis does. This is simply false.

In order to illustrate how the Bayesian diagnosticity approach utilizes all six cells, we used the Wetmore et al. (2015) data on fair versus biased lineups to create what are known in Bayesian terms as prior-by-posterior curves, as shown in Fig. 2. Each of the three witness behaviors (suspect IDs, filler IDs, rejections) has a unique curve (reflecting the diagnosticity ratio) relating the probability that the suspect is the culprit before conducting the lineup (prior probability) on the X-axis to the probability that the suspect is the culprit after knowing the behavior of the witness (posterior probability) on the Y-axis.

The dotted line in Fig. 2, called the identity line, is where these curves would fall if the behaviors were non-diagnostic of guilt (a diagnosticity ratio of 1.0). The distance of a curve from this identity line represents how much the behavior of the witness changes the probability that the suspect is the culprit. Curves above the identity line are incriminating (increasing the probability that the suspect is the culprit) and curves below the identity line are exonerating (decreasing the probability that the suspect is the culprit). Not surprisingly, an identification of the suspect increases the probability that the suspect is the culprit and rejections decrease the probability that the suspect is the culprit. Notice, however, that if the fair lineup does a better job at incriminating the suspect (given an identification of the suspect) than does the biased lineup, whereas the biased lineup does a better job at exonerating the suspect (given a rejection) than does the fair lineup. We noted in our previous article that one procedure can be more diagnostic for identifications of the suspect while the other procedure is more diagnostic for rejections. ROC analyses cannot observe such a phenomenon.

Particularly interesting is the fact that filler identifications decrease the probability that the suspect is the culprit. In other words, the identification of a filler is an exonerating piece of information, a finding that has been consistently observed since it was first noted 35 years ago using Bayesian diagnosticity curves (Wells & Lindsay, 1980). The interpretation of this consistent finding is rather straightforward: When a witness identifies a filler, the witness is (in effect) saying “this filler looks more like the culprit than does the suspect” which, of course, is more likely when the suspect is innocent than when the suspect is the culprit. In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 2, the identification of a filler from a biased lineup was more diagnostic of innocence than the identification of a suspect from a fair lineup was diagnostic of guilt. None of this unique diagnostic value of filler identifications can be discovered by ROC analysis.

4. Diagnosticity ratios generate a family of confidence curves

ROC proponents continue to tout lineup ROC analyses because they track the data across levels of confidence. But, the Bayesian diagnosticity approach does (and has done) this as well (e.g., Wells et al., 2015b). We illustrate this by using the lineup versus showup data from Wetmore et al. (2015). We split the data into three levels of the 7-point confidence scale used by Wetmore et al. (low = 1–3, moderate = 4–5, high = 6–7) and plotted prior-by-posterior curves for each confidence level. The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the resulting family of diagnosticity curves for the lineup, which follow a neat order from more diagnostic to less diagnostic as one moves from higher to lower levels of confidence. This same pattern is largely repeated for rejections and for filler identifications (i.e., both tend to provide stronger evidence of innocence when they are made with higher levels of confidence). The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the results for showups. Notice that the curves are much closer to the diagonal identity line for showups than for lineups, which of course, indicates that showups are relatively less diagnostic than are lineups. The point of Fig. 3 is to illustrate that the Bayesian diagnosticity ratio can readily display diagnosticity as a function of confidence.
5. The diagnos ticity approach would not lead to increasingly-conservative procedures

One argument against the Bayesian diagnosticity ratio for identifications of the suspect is that the ratio gets predictively larger when responding is more conservative. And the argument then is that the diagnosticity ratio approach would lead down a slippery slope to advocating increasingly-conservative responding until almost no witness makes an identification. But, this misrepresents the diagnos ticity/Bayesian approach. The diagnosticity/Bayesian approach does not rely solely on diagnosticity for identifications of the suspect, which increase with increased conservatism. Unlike the ROC approach, the diagnosticity/Bayesian approach looks at all three witness responses to a lineup. That is important because with more conservative responding the diagnosticity ratio for exonerating behaviors goes down. In other words, increasing conservatism makes witnesses' rejection decisions less probative of innocence.

Because the diagnosticity approach looks at all six cells of the $3 \times 2$ lineup structure, this broader focus (that looks separately at the diagnosticity of rejections) provides resistance against any slippery slope toward advocating increasingly-conservative procedures. Like most slippery-slope arguments, which are easy to make, there are counter-veiling factors that tend to get ignored in making the argument.

6. Policy makers are interested in the diagnosticity ratio

Wixted and Mickes (2015) dismiss the relevance of the diagnosticity ratio by claiming “it is not the question of interest to policymakers” (p. 12). We are not sure who Wixted and Mickes think policy makers are or what kinds of things they think policy makers consider relevant. Eyewitness policy task-forces and commissions are comprised of judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and law enforcement, all of whom have an interest in diagnosticity: Judges make judicial policy about the rules of evidence and admissibility on the basis of the probative value of evidence (which is what the diagnosticity ratio reflects); Prosecutors have an
interest in law enforcement using procedures that permit them to trust identifications that are proffered as evidence in criminal cases (i.e., the diagnosticity ratio); Police detectives are interested in adopting procedures that give them good ratios of accurate to mistaken identifications (indicated by the diagnosticity ratio).

One of the most important policy-relevant contributions of the Bayesian approach is the discovery that filler identifications are diagnostic of the innocence of the culprit (Clark & Wells, 2008; Wells & Lindsay, 1980: Wells & Olson, 2002; Wells & Turtle, 1986; Wells et al., 2015b). This is profoundly relevant to policy because over 1/3rd of law enforcement agencies in the U.S. admit that they do not even write a report of the lineup if the witness identifies a filler (Police Executive Research Forum, 2013). Hence, the Bayesian approach has provided critical evidence for implementing policies that require clear records of the outcome of a lineup (and assessments of witness confidence) regardless of the witness behavior (suspect identification, filler identification, or rejection). Note that the critical data to support this policy cannot be observed with ROC analyses.

Micks (2015) argued that a Bayesian/diagnosticity approach is appropriate for estimator variables but not for system variables. There are many reasons to disagree with that statement, not the least of which is how it misrepresents the system/estimator variable distinction. Specifically, the system/estimator relation is asymmetric because an estimator variable is not necessarily a system variable, but every system variable is an estimator variable (see Wilford & Wells, 2013 for a discussion of this). Lineup bias, for example, is a system variable but it is also an estimator variable in the sense that lineup bias is just as relevant to estimating the likely accuracy of an eyewitness as is an estimator variable such as cross-race identifications.

7. Understanding of lineups requires methods that use a $3 \times 2$ representation

We have shown some advantages for the diagnosticity/Bayesian approach to lineups. But, the more general point is that further advances in our understanding of the psychological processes operating in lineups requires that we examine the entire $3 \times 2$ matrix. Forcing the $3 \times 2$ structure of lineups into a $2 \times 2$ representation hides important underlying processes. We noted in our first paper, for example, how the $2 \times 2$ ROC approach led Wetmore et al. (2015) to posit that the lineup was better than the showup because the lineup engages an underlying psychological process as described in Wixted and Micks’ (2014) DFD theory, which posits a process of underlying discriminability. But when examining the full $3 \times 2$ array it is apparent that the lineup versus showup data actually go against DFD theory and that the actual explanation is something altogether different (i.e., filler siphoning).

We are still at a rudimentary level of understanding the underlying psychological processes involved in lineups and only through a better understanding of these psychological processes can we devise even better ways to improve the outcomes of lineups. Minimally that better understanding requires that we examine all six cells of the $3 \times 2$ structure of lineups rather than forcing the $3 \times 2$ into a $2 \times 2$ that confounds false positive identifications of fillers with rejections.
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